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Provide secure access to anyone anywhere
Access control lags behind today’s business and security needs
The cyberattack surface of organizations has grown significantly with the shift to
the cloud, the dispersion of work locations and new access scenarios. User authen-

Provide users on
any device, anywhere,
secure access to
any application or
resource.

tication hurdles for remote users and partners limits their productivity and creates
security gaps, while being complex to manage and slow to provide.
ZTNA makes access control secure, flexible, and simple to manage
ZTNA architecture follows an adaptive trust model, operating on a need-to-know,
least-privilege basis. Only authenticated and authorized users, endpoints, and
applications are granted access to resources. Access is managed centrally, and is
policy-based and granular, ensuring flexibility and security.
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Enable any user using any device in any location to securely access corporate applications

Why choose ZTNA by Open Systems?
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• Agentless cloud solution
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Start reinventing how you deliver network
and security as a complete service from the cloud
Integrate Open Systems ZTNA with our cloud-based SASE (Secure Access Service Edge) and XDR
(Extended Detection and Response) services. Begin your SASE journey with ZTNA and add other
Open Systems’ services, such as SWG, MEP, Firewalls, and CASB, as needed. You can conveniently
manage all these services from a unified interface. Additionally, leverage XDR risk data to enrich access
control, authentication and security.

Open Systems is a secure access service edge (SASE) pioneer that enables organizations to connect to themselves, to the cloud, and to the rest of the
world. With cloud-native architecture, secure intelligent edge, hybrid cloud support, 24x7 operations by level-3 engineers, and predictive analytics, the
Open Systems SASE delivers a complete solution to network and security.
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